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Abstract—High-level, productivity-oriented languages such
as Python are becoming increasingly popular in HPC applica-
tions as “glue” and prototyping code. The PGAS model offers
its own productivity advantages [6], and combining PGAS
and Python is a promising approach for rapid development
of parallel applications. We discuss the potential benefits and
challenges of a PGAS extension to Python, and we present
initial performance results from a prototype implementation
called PyGAS.

I. INTRODUCTION

Like other high-level languages, Python’s concise syntax,
interactivity, and dynamic features support development of
complex workflows and rapid prototyping of new algo-
rithms. Furthermore, its vast libraries comprise a powerful
scientific toolkit, and its low-level API allows for optimiza-
tion where appropriate. The PGAS model, with its global
address space for building distributed data structures and
scalable parallelism model, is a natural choice for parallel
programming in Python. This short paper explores the major
design considerations that may arise when extending Python
with a global address space. We present a prototype imple-
mentation and discuss its implications for productivity and
performance.

We are interested in extending Python for several reasons.
First, we aim for interoperability with existing code libraries,
thereby enabling their use in a PGAS environment. Second,
we hope to lower the programming model’s barrier to entry
by making as few changes to syntax and semantics as possi-
ble. We expect that programmers familiar with Python will
be able to introduce PGAS constructs into their programs
with relative ease.

II. PYGAS: A PGAS PYTHON PROTOTYPE

We have developed a prototype implementation of a
PGAS extension to Python, which we call PyGAS. PyGAS
implements all PGAS logic in a library and therefore re-
quires no modification to the Python interpreter. The library
is built on the GASNet Communication Library [1], so
PyGAS programs can target shared memory or distributed
memory machines. PyGAS is designed for the single pro-
gram, multiple data (SPMD) execution model, which has
been established as the predominant model for massively

parallel programs. We currently run one interpreter per
SPMD rank, and one or more threads per interpreter.

The primary PyGAS primitive for representing shared
entities is the Proxy object. Proxies are initialized with an
actual object, and subsequent operations on the Proxy are in-
tercepted by Python’s attribute resolution system, dispatched
over the network, and executed on the actual object. This
behavior is consistent with Python’s duck-typing system: the
Proxy ‘quacks’ like the actual object, so it can be treated as
such. For those familiar with UPC, the Proxy can be viewed
as a pointer-to-shared containing the owner’s rank and the
address of the actual object within the owner’s memory
space. To exploit locality, the program can query a Proxy’s
owner and branch accordingly. Finally, Proxies themselves
are objects, so Proxies-to-Proxies can be constructed.

A method call on Proxy is executed on the thread with
affinity to the actual object, regardless of which thread called
the method. This behavior is a departure from UPC- and
Titanium-like “caller computes” semantics, but is necessary
in the light of dynamic code generation because the remote
method may differ from local versions with the same name.

III. IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES

Python was not design for parallelism, so naturally some
challenges arise when extending it with PGAS functionality.

A. The Global Interpreter Lock

Python’s reference implementation uses a “big lock,”
called the Global Interpreter Lock (GIL), that must be
held during any language-level operations. The GIL inhibits
true multithreading, but there are ways to leverage on-chip
parallelism. Performance-oriented libraries can be internally
multithreaded if their operations are independent of the
interpreter. For example, the numerical package Numpy [4]
can use a multithreaded BLAS implementation. Alterna-
tively, PGAS extension libraries could be built on Python
implementations that don’t possess a GIL, such as the
JVM-based Jython [2]; however, such implementations offer
limited interoperability with mainline packages.

The GIL also complicates the use of Active-Message-
based communication libraries like GASNet. When mes-
sage handlers are invoked upon message receipt, the in-
terrupted thread often holds the big lock, preventing the



handler from safely performing language-level operations.
As a workaround, handlers in the PyGAS runtime register
secondary functions with the interpreter that are called
asynchronously with the lock, albeit with a moderate per-
formance penalty.

B. Automatic Memory Management

Python’s automatic memory management system pro-
vides significant productivity advantages, but implement-
ing garbage collection schemes efficiently in a distributed
environment remains a challenge. Python uses reference
counting, so PyGAS must keep accurate tallies of references
from both local objects and remote Proxies. We plan to
implement a scheme wherein a Proxy would decrement the
remote count when it’s garbage-collected, at the expense of
extra communication.

C. Object serialization

Serialization is a necessary step for communicating ar-
bitrary objects. Currently, PyGAS uses Python’s general
purpose serialization module pickle, which generates
a platform-independent object representation. In practice,
PyGAS doesn’t require such portability because parallel
machines often have uniform processor architecture. We
expect to achieve moderate speedups by writing a custom
serializer that disregards portability concerns.

IV. PERFORMANCE AND PRODUCTIVITY ASSESSMENT

Initial results indicate that PyGAS provides substan-
tial productivity advantages while maintaining performance
comparable to mpi4py [3], the most popular MPI bindings
for Python. Figure 1 shows the bandwidth attained during a
remote read operation between two Python 2.7.3 interpreters
running on separate nodes of NERSC’s Carver machine, an
IBM iDataPlex machine with 2.67 GHz Intel Nehalem cores
and 32 Gb/s Infiniband interconnect links. The performance
is weak compared to UPC: PyGAS achieves 10% of the
bandwidth seen by a UPC implementation of the same mi-
crobenchmark. However, PyGAS achieves more than twice
the performance of the MPI bindings for large messages
when using the same serialization routine.

We also implemented Cannon’s algorithm for distributed
matrix multiplication in three ways: in PyGAS with Numpy,
in Python with mpi4py and Numpy, and in C with MPI and
BLAS. Both Python variants required 50% fewer lines of
code than the C+MPI variant and the code complexity was
considerably reduced. All three variants exhibited roughly
the same performance on four nodes of Carver, with the
Python variants being 10% slower due to communication
overhead.

V. CONCLUSION

Python is a viable candidate for a PGAS extension, even
in light of moderate challenges to overcome in its design and
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Figure 1. The average bandwidth attained during a remote read operation.
Both the PyGAS variant and the “pickle” mpi4py variant use the same
serialization method. The “buffer” mpi4py variant avoids serialization of
Python objects with a contiguous memory layout, but this optimization is
not applicable to arbitrary objects.

implementation. PyGAS provides substantial productivity
advantages at the price of moderate performance loss. Such
performance may be tolerable in a rapid prototyping envi-
ronment, and the savings in development cost may justify
the use of PyGAS.
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